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5.1 Gal Keg

CANS: Prices do not include CRV
Additional $1.20 on 16oz cases

DRAFT: Prices do not include a $30 keg depost.

16oz Cans 15.5 Gal Keg

 $48/case
$8.00/4pk

 $56/case
$9.50/4pk

$88 $176

$95 $195

COLOSSUS OF CLOUT
Red Ale     ABV 6.5%    23 IBU 

Our award winning, bestseller is fashioned after an Irish Red. 
A malt-forward ale, it has a touch of roasted character from a small addition of 
roasted grains. 

 $48/case
$8.00/4pk

Red Ale

TRIPLE PLAY 
American Triple IPA     ABV 11%   50 IBU

This is a behemoth of a beer, standing tall at 11% ABV with equally elevated aroma and 
flavor. A complex, layered malt base is balanced by assertive hop character. A supercharged 
dry-hop with Citra, Simcoe, and Amarillo allows the aroma to burst with notes of guava, 
pineapple, and mango.

$100 $72/case
$12.00/4pk

DOUBLE IPA 
American Imperial IPA     ABV 8%    93 IBU

Intensely hopped with Magnum, Columbus, Centennial, and Cascade hops, this higher 
gravity beer is a true West Coast Double IPA. A distinctly bitter finish with citrus notes that 
shine through. 

$95 $195
 $56/case

$9.50/4pk

TWO SEAM IPA
India Pale Ale    ABV 6.5%    68 IBU 

A simple malt base and moderate bitterness allow the irresponsibly large dry hop of Mosaic 
and Amarillo hops to shine. The result is a glorious aroma of mango, apricot, and pine, with 
a dry finish that will have you coming back for more.   

$176 $56/case
$9.50/4pk

SANTA CRUZ CLASSIC DOT
Blonde Ale    ABV 4.5%    20 IBU 

Santa Cruz Blonde Ale is an easy-drinking golden ale. 
With a little bitterness, and a crisp finish, it’s the perfect session.

BIG WALL IMPERIAL STOUT 
Imperial Stout ABV 9%    47 IBU 

Big Wall took home a gold medal from the 2018 World Beer Cup. This beastly export stout is 
chewy in body and balanced by a complex roasted grain character and an elevated ABV. Notes 
of espresso, dark chocolate, and tobacco overwhelm the senses in the best possible way. V

SCREAMING HAND
Red IPA     ABV 7.5%   41  IBU

Screaming Hand Red IPA combines tropical and resinous hops with a balanced, 
medium-bodied caramel malt base, generous dry hopping with Amarillo and 
Centennial hops boosts the floral and citrus aroma, creating an enjoyable and balaned 
beer.

 $60/case
$10.00/4pk



NOTE: 
19.2 oz can
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5.1 Gal Keg

CANS: Prices do not include CRV
Additional $1.20 on 16oz cases

DRAFT: Prices do not include a $30 keg depost.

 $60/case
$10.00/4pk

 $44/case
$7.33/4pk

$100 $195

16oz Cans 15.5 Gal Keg

hazyhazy

GIRL BEER 
Hazy IPA     ABV 7%   20 IBU

We brewed this beer for International Womxn's Day but we loved it so much we 
brought it back. A combination of floor-malted barley and this year's Pink Boots hop 
blend of Azacca, El Dorado, Idaho Gem, and Loral, which creates a medium bodied 
beer with notes of stone fruit and sweet citrus. 

 $60/case
$10.00/4pk

Ask about our current NE Style Hazy Series, 
available in 16oz cans and Draft.

NOR CAL KÖLSCH
California Kölsch     ABV 5.2%   25  IBU

Nor Cal California Kölsch is brewed with premium German grains for wonderful malt 
character and complexity. West Coast hops and yeast add balance and drinkability to this 
flavorful, refreshing Kölsch.

 $48/case
$8.00/4pk

NOTE: 
19.2 oz canPINE TAR INCIDENT 

West Coast IPA     ABV 7%   

Pine Tar Incident is an ode to the classic West Coast IPA. A solid malt backbone and 
pronounced bitterness complement the huge citrus and pine aroma from a dry hop of 
Simcoe and Cascade.

 $66/case
$11.67/4pk

West Coast IPA
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$100 $195

HAZE OF FAME 
Hazy IPA     ABV 7%   20 IBU

Brewed with some of our favorite hops grown in the Pacific Northwest for an incredible 
tropical fruit and citrus hop profile. An expressive yeast strain contributes even more fruit 
character which is mellowed out by a mild bitterness and medium body. Huge hop flavor 
and drinkability make Haze of Fame a year-round favorite.

 $66/case
$2.75 /can

HAZY IPA

PASTTIME
American Light Lager ABV 4.5% 

Pastime is brewed to be wonderfully light, crisp, and drinkable. Pilsner malt and a blend of 
rice and corn allow this lager to ferment dry, which is balanced by moderate hop 
bitterness and bready 
malt character.

REFLECTION
California Kölsch     ABV 5.2%   25  IBU

Reflection is a supremely refreshing and aromatic hazy Double fxIPA brewed with a blend 
of New Zealand's finest hops. Incredible flavors of pineapple and guava make this the 
perfect beer for any occasion.

 $68/case
$11.33/4pk

Reflection Hazy Double IPA
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